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Abstract
Diversification within fisheries can serve as an important form of self-insurance against
natural, regulatory, and market risks to fishers’ livelihoods. Diversification can take many
forms, and yet the literature has primarily emphasized diversification across species to the
exclusion of spatial and temporal dimensions of diversification. We analyze trends in diversification across species, space, and time for all fishers along the entire continental West Coast
of the United States from 1990 to 2015. Our findings reveal the importance of untangling
both compositional (i.e., driven by changes in fleet composition) and adaptive (i.e., driven
by individual owner changes in diversification strategies) dimensions of diversification when
assessing trends by showing how these effects have moved in contrary directions for all three
forms of diversification. We also demonstrate how increases in temporal diversification have
overwhelmed the relatively stability of species and spatial diversification to leave the current
fleet less exposed to financial variability compared to in the early 1990s.
Keywords:
diversification, risk, variability, livelihood vulnerability, temporal diversification
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1. Introduction
Fishing, like many other forms of natural resource-dependent livelihoods, often involves
substantial exposure to physical and financial risk. Financial risks arise not only due to
fluctuations in input and output prices, but also from natural (e.g., climate driven) and
harvest-induced variations in the size and availability of fish stocks and regulatory uncertainty. These risks can have a significant effect on fishers’ livelihood and well-being, and
yet, unlike farmers, fishers typically lack access to formal insurance. As a result, fishers have
frequently sought a form of ‘self-insurance’ by spreading their fishing effort across multiple
species, seasons, or geographies or acting opportunistically to alter these margins in response
to economic and natural shocks. Such within-fisheries diversification can reduce financial risk
for individual fishers and even enhance the resilience of entire fishing communities (Kasperski
and Holland, 2013; Cline, Schindler, and Hilborn, 2017; Sethi, Dalton, and Hilborn, 2012;
Fuller et al., 2017; Finkbeiner, 2015).
Despite its benefits, within-fishery diversification is not without its tradeoffs. Diversification within fisheries may come at the cost of fishers’ ability to supplement their income
through non-fishing activities, and there is some evidence to suggest that large changes in diversification may actually increase risk (Anderson et al., 2017). Furthermore, specialization
in individual fisheries can be a powerful force for economic profitability through mechanisms
such as consolidation of harvest on the most efficient vessels and the utilization of economies
of scale over longer seasons (Birkenbach, Kaczan, and Smith, 2017). These trends have
been encouraged in recent decades, particularly in the Global North, with the advent of limited entry and rights-based management programs (e.g., catch shares). Such programs have
frequently increased average economic returns (e.g., Abbott, Leonard, and Garber-Yonts,
2022), but have also been linked to reduced diversification across fisheries, which may imply
greater long-run volatility in individual fisher returns and, perhaps, reduced community and
system resilience (Holland and Kasperski, 2016; Holland et al., 2017). However, catch share
programs can also help stabilize individual catches and revenues within a fishery, which may
counteract impacts of reduced diversification (Holland et al., 2017; Essington, 2010).
The mechanisms through which fishery diversification impact both profitability and fi-
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nancial risk are still poorly understood. Analogies to diversification in financial markets
may be misleading since outcomes for individuals (in terms of income and also apparent
diversification) are impacted by ongoing and active adaptive behavior in addition to exogenous impacts. Diversification can also take different forms including spreading effort over
time and space as well as species. Fishers may have fishery “portfolios” that allow them to
switch between fisheries at a given time of year or may focus on combining seasonal fisheries
that enable them to fish throughout the year. These different forms of diversification may
respond quite differently to different management interventions as well as to natural and
economic drivers. A more careful analysis of how diversification strategies have evolved over
time at individual and aggregate levels is necessary to inform fishers and fishery managers
how diversification strategies and management strategies can contribute toward (or impede)
goals of profitability and financial stability.
We contribute to this knowledge gap by providing a detailed description and analysis of
trends in diversification for all fishers along the entire continental West Coast of the United
States over more than a quarter-century (1990-2015). Beyond the broad geographic and
temporal scale of our analysis, our analysis also augments the literature in several respects.
First, while the literature has tended to focus on one dimension of diversification (often
at the species or fishery level), we analyze changes in diversification as a multidimensional
phenomenon. We jointly parse changes in diversification between species groups, ports of
landing, and week of landing, and elucidate how these dimensions of diversification are
related to one another over time.
The temporal dimension of diversification has been particularly overlooked in the literature on fishery diversification, and yet spreading fishing activities over a greater number of
days or with less bunching of fishing effort within the year can provide fishers freedom to access fishery resources when they are most available on the grounds and valued in the market.
Temporal diversification can also reduce vulnerability to seasonal shocks and provide opportunities for greater annual revenues and profits. Reducing concentration of fishing income
during one portion of the year may also be desirable to some fishers from the perspective
of accommodating income generation from non-fishing activities throughout the year, meshing with family obligations, and reducing psychological stress and physical strain. Tracking
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changes in temporal diversity is also important since it may be influenced by changes in
fishery management policies that affect opportunities for fishing within a particular spatially
and species-defined fishery as well as for diversifying across fisheries. For example, limited
entry programs may reduce species diversity, even as they increase temporal diversification
through season elongation tied to a slowing of the “race to fish” (e.g., Birkenbach, Kaczan,
and Smith, 2017; Birkenbach et al., 2020). Tracking temporal diversity is thus one way to
assess the behavioral effects of management changes.
A second contribution of our study, following Anderson et al. (2017), is that we utilize
information within the vessel registration data to infer diversification at the level of individual
vessel owners, rather than treating each vessel as a distinct decision-making unit. Our unit
of analysis is therefore better targeted at the actual scale at which the financial risks of
fishing are felt and at which decisions to mitigate these risks are made. Analyzing data at the
owner level allows us to examine the manner in which ownership of multiple vessels influences
diversification decisions and outcomes. It also allows us to more accurately examine the role
of entry and exit behavior on diversification since many vessels persist in the fishery over
time even as their ownership changes, and owners of multiple vessels might choose not to
operate all vessels each year.
Third, we disentangle the distinct components of changes in all three forms of diversification over time. Specifically, we parse the overall variability in species, port, and temporal
diversification at the fleet level into compositional – changes due to owners’ entry, exit, and
participation decisions – and adaptive changes in diversification within active owners’ diversification decisions across years. Distinguishing these mechanisms is important since they
may respond differently to external and internal stressors and may even offset each other,
thereby potentially masking the dynamic adaptive and compositional changes in diversification despite the appearance of stability.
Finally, we utilize econometric methods for longitudinal data to examine how withinowner changes in all three forms of diversification (e.g., the adaptation effect) are linked to
changes in average economic performance in terms of annual revenue per vessel, while decomposing these effects into a productivity effect (revenue per landing day) and an intensity
effect (landing days). We also examine how volatility in financial returns across multiple
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years is jointly influenced by changes in the species, port and temporal diversification strategy of owners – finding that the largely ignored dimension of temporal diversification plays an
outsized role in risk reduction relative to the diversification of fishing over species. Finally,
we utilize our model to predict how changes in diversification have influenced fleet-wide
changes in risk exposure over our sample. Our findings demonstrate that diversification
changes, particularly increases in temporal diversification, have collectively led to reductions
in financial risk across most of the West Coast fleet.
The next section summarizes our data sources and diversity measures and describes
our analytic approach. Section 3 presents the results of our analysis, beginning with a
summary of economic trends and trends in species, space, and temporal diversification in
West Coast fisheries, progressing to a decomposition analysis of the longitudinal variation
in diversification in terms of composition and adaptation effects, and concluding with an
econometric analysis of the relationship between all three diversification metrics and expected
revenue and revenue risk. Section 4 concludes the paper with a discussion of the implications
of our findings for future research and policy.

2. Methods
2.1. Data
Our final data set consists of landings (fish ticket) data and vessel registration data at the
state level for commercial vessels operating on the West Coast from 1990 to 2015. These
data are collated and provided by the Pacific Fisheries Information Network (PacFIN) of
the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission. The state vessel registration data includes
a vessel ID that can be linked with landings data, basic vessel characteristics, and the name
and address information of the current or most recent owner in a given calendar year.
Fish ticket programs are administered by the states and are mandatory for vessels operating in both state and federal fisheries. The complete landing data set covers the period
1981-2016, and includes detailed information on landings of every trip of every vessel. While
the data include many variables, the most useful for our analysis are the vessel ID, date,
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county of landing, and weight and revenue of landings by species. All revenue values are
deflated to 2000 US dollars using the US CPI.
The most challenging aspect of the data processing is the creation of an ownership ID
that allows us to link multiple vessels back to a single owner in a way that is comparable
over time. To accomplish this we utilized the owner name and address information in the
vessel registration data to create a common owner id whenever two owners have very similar
names or have exactly the same address. In practice, this process was quite intricate due
to the number of missing observations and typographical errors in the registration data (see
Appendix C). In short, we engaged in substantial pre-processing of the data to root out
obvious typos, followed by the use of fuzzy string matching algorithms, and a rigorously
applied set of heuristics designed to balance the tradeoff between false positives (finding a
change of ownership when there is none) vs. false negatives (failing to detect a change of
ownership when it occurs). Using these heuristics, we were able to assign 95% of vessels to
an owner for the period between 1990 and 2015. A notable dropoff in the completeness and
quality of the owner name and address fields in the vessel registration data compromised
our ability to reliably assign owners to vessels prior to 1990. The 1990-2015 dataset of
owner-assigned landings provides us with a raw dataset of over 13.6 million landings records.
We deviate from the conventional calendar year in our analysis for the reason that it
poorly coincides to the regular rhythm of the fishing year as perceived by most West Coast
fishers. In particular, the Dungeness crab fishery is a lucrative and important fishery across
much of the region and is widely perceived as the “season opener.” This fishery commonly
begins in November and continues into the following calendar year. For this reason we have
redefined the “fishing year” as running from November through October with the year value
being determined by the calendar year of the last 10 months of this year. We maintain this
definition of the fishing year throughout the paper.
We follow the previous literature by measuring diversification in terms of the allocation
of ex-vessel revenues across species, spatial and temporal categories (e.g., Kasperski and Holland, 2013; Holland and Kasperski, 2016; Holland et al., 2017; Anderson et al., 2017). The
decision to use revenues, as opposed to harvest or a measure of fishing effort, is primarily motivated by the hypothesized linkage between diversification of revenue sources and exposure
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to financial risk. While allocation of harvest or fishing time across species, space or periods
of the year may be important means to diversification, it is ultimately diversification of financial returns themselves over these margins that has the most direct linkage to expected
financial risk. Revenue diversification also accounts for the fact that realized diversification
might be substantially different from apparent diversification in terms of landings or effort
allocation due to variations in ex-vessel prices, and price risk may be an important reason
to diversify. We utilize revenues rather than profits for the reason that no cost data are
available across all fisheries and time.
The next decision in measuring diversification is to define the discrete species, spatial, and
temporal “bins” for allocating revenues. For each dimension of diversification, we selected
the scale according to the following criteria: 1) to match the scale of data to the resolution
of actual fisher choice; 2) to define categories at an intermediate level of granularity, so that
revenues are reasonably distributed across categories, without the preponderance of owners
being fully diversified or not diversified at all; and, 3) to utilize similar numbers of categories
across the three dimensions of diversification to enable comparisons between them. Given
these criteria we collapsed hundreds of species to 26 species classifications that can be seen
in Figure 1. Given the very coarse and unreliable spatial data on location of catch in the
landings data, We analyze spatial diversification in terms of the county of landing. There
are 53 coastal counties in the three West Coast states. Finally, temporal diversification is
determined by the week of the year. Weeks are defined by consecutive 7-day periods within
the aforementioned fishing year, as opposed to a Sunday-Saturday week. The diversification
indices are calculated at the individual owner level for each fishing year.
Our preferred metric of diversification is the Shannon diversity, defined as follows:
"
exp −

J
X

#
sj ∗ ln(sj )

j=1

The Shannon diversity is the exponential of the Shannon entropy – a measure of the
uncertainty of predicting the classification of an item drawn at random. Any combination
of number of categories and shares across these categories that yield the same value of the
Shannon entropy have the same diversity. However, as noted by Jost (2006), the Shannon
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entropy itself is not a measure of diversity. By exponentiating the Shannon entropy, the
resulting equation satisfies an intuitive property of a good diversity measure: if a fisher obtains the same revenue (i.e. perfect evenness) from J species and then doubles the number
of species pursued to 2J, while maintaining evenness, then the diversity measure doubles. In
other words, the Shannon diversity functions as a measure of the effective number of species
(or counties, or weeks); it is therefore bounded between 1 and the number of categories in the
index (J). When revenues are distributed across categories unevenly, then the diversity metric tells us the equivalent number of categories with perfect evenness that are the “diversity
equivalent” of the situation at hand (Jost, 2006). While there are many potential diversity
measures, the Shannon diversity has the benefit of weighting each category proportionally
to its share of revenues, rather than selectively up-weighting or down-weighting relatively
rare or common categories (Jost, 2006).

2.2. Data analysis
Much of the analysis in this paper consists of visual summaries of common distributional
features (means, variances, and quantiles) across time. These comparisons are all conducted
using R statistical software, using the ggplot2 package. However, we also utilize regression
approaches for longitudinal data to untangle compositional vs. adaptive dimensions of diversification trends. We utilize similar regression methods approaches to examine the links
between changes in diversity measures and linkages to revenue levels and revenue risk.
2.2.1. Composition & Adaptation
One of the primary contributions of our paper is to distinguish the changes in diversification
that arose in the West Coast fleet due to changes in the ‘portfolio’ decisions of active owners
(adaptation) vs. those that arose due to changes in the makeup of owners through entry, exit
and inactivity decisions (compositional changes). Our starting point for this investigation is
the following simple regression equation:

Diversityit = α +

2015
X
t=1991
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βt dit + αi + it

(1)

where dit are indicator (dummy) variables that = 1 if owner i is active in the fishery in year
t and = 0 otherwise. αi is an unobserved owner-specific part of the error term (a “fixed
effect” in econometric parlance), reflecting persistent cross-sectional differences in diversity
across vessels. If we estimate equation (1) using ordinary least squares (OLS), the resulting
estimates for β1991 , . . . , β2015 are equal to the difference in the sample mean of diversity
levels across owners in each year relative to the omitted base year of 1990 (captured in the
estimated intercept term α) (Wooldridge, 2015). These estimates provides us with baseline
measures of changes in mean diversity by year.
If every owner participated in every year (i.e. a balanced panel dataset), then the regression estimates of βt would reflect nothing but the average change in diversity levels across
the owners relative to 1990 – a purely adaptive change in the diversification of active owners.
However, owners come and go as a function of economic forces of selection in the fishery.
The OLS estimates are still the change in average diversity for active owners relative to 1990
levels, but because the mix of active owners changes over time, these estimates combine the
behavioral effect with a “compositional effect” reflecting the interaction of economic selection on participation and the cross-sectional differences in diversification. If this selection
operates in a non-random way over time across the cross-sectional distribution of average
diversification levels αi then the OLS estimates will differ from the purely adaptive effect –
capturing both the adaptive effect and the change in the mean of αi across the fleet in a
given year.
To provide an estimate of the behavioral effect, we utilize the “within transformation”
of the regression model (Wooldridge, 2015):

Diversityit − Diversity i =

2015
X

βt (dit − di ) + it − i

(2)

t=1991

This model subtracts the owner-level means from the dependent variable and all regressors,
thus purging owners’ levels of average diversification αi from the model. OLS estimation
of equation (2), known as the “within estimator” uses only within-owner variability in the
annual indicator variables to reveal the average change in diversity relative to each owners’
mean level. If the panel were balanced, with no entry, exit, or temporary inactivity, then
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OLS and the within estimator would give the same estimates; otherwise, they will differ,
where the gap between the two estimates is the composition effect. All regressions are
estimated using the lm robust() command in the estimatr package within R (Blair et al.,
2022). All standard errors are cluster-robust, with clusters defined at the owner level, to
allow for serial-correlation within each owner and heteroskedasticity (Cameron and Miller,
2015).
To better visualize the composition effect, we recover estimates of the owner fixed effects
αi from the within estimator by finding the value of the owner-specific intercept term that
predicts each owner’s mean diversification level at their mean of the independent variables
(Wooldridge, 2015). By comparing the mean of these fixed effects over time we are able
to uncover the trends in diversification from year to year that arise purely from changes
in the cross-sectional composition of active owners in the fishery. By computing separate
averages across entering, exiting, and persistent vessels in each year, we are also able to
identify how these forces of economic selection have operated on the trends in compositional
diversification.
2.2.2. Diversification effects on revenue levels and risk
We wish to examine how owners’ choice of diversification strategy impacts their expected
annual economic returns and the riskiness of these returns across years. One challenge in
conceptualizing and measuring diversification within fisheries relates to the time interval over
which it is measured. Drawing analogy to the finance literature on which much of the fishery
portfolio/diversification literature is based, it is important to realize that diversification is
fundamentally about a commitment to maintaining a diversified livelihood portfolio for some
period of time. It is this “buy and hold” notion of diversification that is appealed to by many
authors (e.g., Kasperski and Holland, 2013), if often loosely, to suggest that diversification is
likely to reduce risk in much the same way as a diversified financial portfolio reduces risk in an
ex ante sense. This notion of diversification as a commitment also clarifies how diversification
arises as a direct tradeoff to specialization, which embodies an analogous commitment to an
“all in” portfolio, which may offer promises of greater efficiency and higher returns, but at
potentially higher financial risk over time.
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Failure to conceptualize and measure diversification across multiple years runs the peril
of treating every inter-annual change in effort allocation across fisheries (or space and time)
as a “change in diversification.” Doing so in the context of finance would imply treating
every buy and sell decision of skittish investors as a change in portfolio diversification as
opposed to what they often are – a failure to be bound by the commitment to a particular
diversification strategy in an effort to opportunistically increase returns (or avoid excessive
losses). It is well known in behavioral finance that many such decisions are antithetical to the
logic of financial diversification and often increase risk and decrease average returns (Barberis
and Thaler, 2003). Indeed, at least one study that defines diversification changes across
short periods of data found that “large adjustments in diversification strategies from year to
year are risky and usually increase revenue variability”, leading, somewhat paradoxically, to
warnings about the “risks of diversification” (Anderson et al., 2017). Short-run changes in
diversification metrics arguably represent behavioral flexibiliy or opportunism as opposed to
a commitment to diversification in a rigorous sense that maps to financial portfolio theory.
Given our conceptualization of diversification, we choose to measure average annual diversification over several years and relate changes in these average diversification metrics
over time to changes in average economic returns and their volatility over the same temporal
aggregation. We tested three temporal aggregations (e.g., 4, 6, and 12 years) but ultimately
settled upon 6 years as our primary aggregation as it provides a balance between longitudinal variation in diversification and financial metrics for each owner while still maintaining a
credibly long interval for measuring financial variance. All results were very robust to temporal aggregation, with no qualitative distinctions in the results, and only minor quantitative
differences.

1

We utilize average annual revenue per vessel in each 6 year period as our measure of expected return. Our metric of financial variability in each period is the coefficient of variation
of revenue per vessel at the owner level (CV), the standard deviation divided by the period
mean. CV has been used as a metric of variability in several previous studies of fisheries
(e.g., Kasperski and Holland, 2013; Holland et al., 2017; Sethi, Reimer, and Knapp, 2014)
1

In order to make our time period evenly divisible into blocks of the same size (whether 4, 6, or 12 years),
we have limited the sample in the regression to 24 years using 1992-2015 data.
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and has the merit of providing a normalized, unit-free measure of “relative risk.” Thinking
of risk in relative terms is helpful since risk averse fishers are likely to view a diversification
strategy that offers a lower return but with the same absolute risk as “more risky.” However,
we should caution that any change in CV cannot be objectively interpreted as desirable or
undesirable apart from an understanding of whether the numerator or denominator of CV
is behind the change and a sense of fishers’ risk preferences.
Our baseline model for examining the relationship between changes in diversification
metrics and changes in risk for owner i and six-year period p is:
ln(CVip ) = α + β1 Speciesip + β2 Spaceip + β3 T imeip + γ 0 Xip + αi + γp + ip

(3)

where Speciesip , Spaceip , and T imeip are 6-year averages of the annual diversity indices. Xip
contains controls for the number of active years in a period, the median number of vessels
owned in the period, and the average number of days on which fish tickets were filed per
vessel in a year. The latter variable accounts for the average intensity of effort per year,
which could reduce inter-annual variability due to the law of large numbers, apart from any
correlated effects of diversification. The γp are a series of period dummy variables, included
to control for shared temporal trends in CV in the fishery that could be otherwise confounded
with the average trend in diversification.
The owner fixed effect αi represents unobserved, time-persistent factors at the owner
level that may cause an owner to experience a greater or lesser degree of revenue variability
than average. Importantly, these factors may be correlated with the owner’s diversification
strategy. For this reason, we estimate equation (3) using the within estimator (Wooldridge,
2015). This approach ensures that the effects of diversification on CV are estimated solely
on the basis of within-owner changes in diversification across 6-year time periods. To ease
interpretation of the effects of diversification on risk and facilitate comparisons across the
three forms of risk, we standardize the diversification indices by their standard deviation so
that the coefficients can be interpreted as the effect on relative risk of a 1 standard deviation
change in diversification.
Given the changes in diversification in West Coast fisheries it is relevant to ask how the
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changes across all three dimensions of diversification have likely affected financial risk across
the fleet. To answer this question, we predict the diversity-specific component of equation
(3) and exponentiate it to estimate the proportional effect on CV for each observation of the
diversity variables, relative to at their sample mean values (Species, Space, T ime), θ̂ip :



θ̂ip = exp β̂1 (Speciesip − Species) + β̂2 (Spaceip − Space) + β̂3 (T imeip − T ime) .

(4)

We then estimate the mean and median of (4) in each period to ascertain the overall proportional effect of diversification on relative risk in any period and how it has changed over time.
This comparison includes both compositional and within-owner changes in relative risk from
diversification. To isolate the long-run effects of all adaptive diversification changes for individual owners, we estimate the difference between θ̂ip in the first and last 6 year period for
each owner i in the sample. This statistic represents the owner-specific proportional change
in relative risk over their time in the sample that arose due to changes in diversification. We
then summarize the distribution of these changes over owners.
To estimate the effects of diversification on average revenue per vessel by owner, we
estimate a similar specification as equation (3),
ln(Revenue/vesselip ) = α + β1 Speciesip + β2 Spaceip + β3 T imeip + γ 0 Xip + αi + γp + ip (5)
where Xip contains the same controls as in (3) minus the number of landings days. Furthermore, since

Revenue
vessel

≡

Revenue
trip

×

trips
,
vessel

we also estimate identical logarithmic regressions

of revenue per trip and trips per vessel, where days with landings in the fish ticket data
serves as a proxy for trips. This decomposition allows us to examine whether diversification
primarily influences annual revenues through its effect on trip-level outcomes or through intensification of fishing effort. As for equation (3), we standardize the diversification metrics
prior to estimation.
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3. Results
3.1. Economic trends
West coast fishery landings have fluctuated around their 1990 levels without a clear trend,
while total revenues generally declined (Fig. 1), until both total landings and revenues saw
large increases after 2010. A few highly productive stocks – including Pacific whiting, pink
shrimp, Pacific sardines, and market squid – dominate landings. Many of these high volume
fisheries, especially pelagic fisheries for market squid and sardine, are also highly volatile,
and are behind the large decline in 2015. Revenues are spread more evenly across species
than volume. The largest share of revenues is in the high-value Dungeness crab fishery in
recent years, but a number of other relatively high-value species, such as tunas, pink shrimp,
market squid, and the iconic salmon fisheries contribute significantly as well.
Fisheries are pursued throughout the year (Fig. A.1), although a substantial and growing
share of landings occurs in the 3 summer months (approximately 50% in recent years).
Revenues are generally less concentrated temporally. However, over a quarter of fishery
revenues are earned in November and December, a phenomenon largely driven by the valuable
Dungeness crab fishery.
Participation in West Coast fisheries has fallen substantially, from 8,623 active owners
with 10,230 vessels in 1990 to 2,957 active owners with 3,677 vessels in 2015. The steady
decline in owners stabilized around 2008 (Fig. A.2). While the number of both single and
multi-vessel owners shrank over this period, the share of multi-vessel owners grew from 10.5%
to 15% by 2015 (Fig. A.2). Despite falling numbers of owners, entry (including transfers
of ownership to family members or crew already involved in the fishery) has remained significant, with entry being fairly stable from the early 2000s onward (Fig. A.2). Year over
year changes in active owners are often substantially larger than the difference between entry
and permanent exit due to the presence of latent capacity in the form of short-term inactive
owners who may flow in and out of the fishery.
Revenues per owner have consistently increased in real terms from 1990-2015. Mean
(median) revenues have increased by 135% (273%), respectively, an annual increase of nearly
3.5%. Furthermore, the increase in revenues have been broad-based across the fleet (Fig. 2).
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Until the early 2000s, these revenue increases were tightly correlated with increases in the
number of days with landings (a metric of the number of trips) and total landings (Fig. A.4).
Indeed, landings rose more quickly than trips for the first decade so that the productivity
and revenue per trips increased until around 1997. After 2000, further increases in landings
and trips were muted, so that much of the continued growth in revenues from 2000 onward
was due to increases in the prices of many species (Fig. A.3). Indeed, real prices for West
Coast seafood increased by 3.1% per year from 2000-2015. These price gains were seen across
a number of high value fisheries, including Dungeness crab, salmon and lobster, but also for
some high-volume, low price products (e.g., Pacific sardine and whiting).
Fishers may face a wide array of risks to their revenue related both to natural fluctuations
in harvest rates, regulatory changes that may limit access, and fluctuations in fish prices.
Figure 3 shows the coefficient of variation of owners’ revenue per vessel over six year windows
in the data. We find that risk is indeed significant – with the median CV suggesting standard
deviation in revenues from year to year are regularly more than half of an owners’ average
annual revenue. There is also substantial and consistent heterogeneity in realized risk across
owners over the entire period, with a substantial number of vessels with CVs in excess of 1.
We also find evidence that risk declined across all quantiles since the early/mid-1990s but
has stayed fairly constant since the early 2000s.

3.2. Trends in diversification
Figure 4 summarize the Shannon diversity for species, spatial and temporal diversification.
Each figure presents the mean index for active owners in a given year as well as several
quantiles. Overall, there is remarkable stability in the extent of diversification at the species
and spatial scales. Species diversification increases mildly in the 1990s but declines to early
1990s levels thereafter Kasperski and Holland (2013). The mean species diversity lies just
below 3 effective species (i.e., equivalent to a case where 3 species groups command equal
shares of revenues), with the median being closer to 2 effective species. The extent of
diversification across species is highly skewed. More than 25% of owners specialize in only
species category, while those in the upper 10% of diversification have a diversity of roughly
6 effective species groups.
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Spatial diversification is essentially static until the last years of the sample, when a small
increase in spatial diversification is found. Over half of owners show no diversification in
terms of county of landing, and even the most spatially diverse owners are limited in their
diversification – with the 90th percentile having between 2 and 2.5 effective ports. This
low diversification is perhaps unsurprising. The overwhelming majority of owners have only
one vessel, and those that do have multiple vessels tend to only have two. This means
that spatial diversification must be obtained by movements of vessels’ landing locations
across counties within a year, rather than geographic diversification of vessels’ home ports.
Given the high variable costs of mobility – including fuel costs, costs of establishing and
maintaining relationships with buyers, being away from home, etc. – it is reasonable to
expect that diversification will be limited to a comfortable “home range.”
By contrast, temporal diversification has increased consistently across all quantiles (Fig
4). Average time diversity has increased from 8.5 effective weeks in 1990 to 10.75 in 2015.
Even the most temporally concentrated groups of owners experienced some increase in temporal diversification, with the 10th percentile increase from 1 to 2 effective weeks. There
is also a large amount of heterogeneity in the extent of temporal diversification, which is
understandable given the very different levels of intensity of participation for West Coast
fishers. Nevertheless, even the 90th percentile, despite being up to 20 times more diverse
than the 10th percentile, have only 20 to 25 effective weeks. This is less than half the
maximal temporal diversity achievable if these vessels earned revenues equally year-round.
These findings illustrate the episodic and punctuated nature of participation in West coast
fisheries.
3.2.1. Diversification and multi-vessel ownership
Figure A.5 shows that owners with more than one vessel have consistently higher average
diversification across all dimensions, being about twice as diverse over species and time as
single-vessel owners and about 30% more diverse over space. The figure also shows the
diversity measures at the vessel level for multi-vessel owners. Comparing this metric to the
diversity measures of single-vessel owners shows that individual vessels of multi-vessel owners
are more diverse over space and time than those of single-vessel owners but that they are less
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diverse over species than single-vessel owners. In all cases, the gap in owner-level diversity
between single and multi-vessel owners is poorly explained by the average diversity of their
vessels. Rather, the evidence suggests that multi-vessel owners, rather than utilizing their
extra vessels to fish the same species in the same time periods and ports, tend instead to use
these vessels to target different species in different seasons and with different landing ports.
These interpretations are supported by looking at transitions between single and multivessel ownership. Fixed effect regressions show that owners that transition from single to
multi-vessel ownership over time increase their species, space and temporal diversity by
1.15 (se=.017), .26 (se=.007), and 3.84 (se=.071), respectively. Investments in additional
physical capital by vessel owners are strongly used to complement and diversify existing
fishing portfolios rather than to intensify current patterns. Therefore, the mild trend toward
consolidation of vessel capital has been a force toward diversification for owners.
3.2.2. Changes in temporal and species portfolios
Temporal diversity can be increased in multiple ways. It can increase purely through increasing fishing into new times of the year while maintaining existing patterns, or diversity can
expand through reshuffling of existing effort over the year. Figure A.4 shows that the mean
(median) number of active days per owner (those with a fish ticket filed) increased from 24
(14) in 1990 to 33 (20) in 2002 before stagnating thereafter. This pattern accords with the
overall trend in temporal diversity (Fig. 4), suggesting that expansion of effort is at least
partially behind the growth in temporal diversification. While either may be defended as
a legitimate increase in temporal diversification, it is nevertheless important to understand
whether increased temporal diversity is merely an indicator of persistent fishers deepening
or expanding their fisheries effort over time.
Indeed, Figure A.6 shows that temporal diversity and active days in fisheries are fairly
strongly linked (R2 = 0.72). Each additional fish-ticket day enhances temporal diversity for
single-vessel owners by an average of 0.248 (Fig. A.6) – so that approximately four additional
landings days increases temporal diversity by the equivalent of adding one week in a system
where revenue was equally allocated over weeks. This is relative to the theoretical maximum
slope of 1, where the revenue from each active day is divided equally across weeks of the
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year.
The tight linkage between higher effort and temporal diversification is not purely crosssectional across owners. A strong relationship exists between within-owner changes in active
days and diversification as well (R2 = 0.63), so that as vessels expand their effort by a day,
they expand their diversification by 0.227 on average (Fig. A.6)
The tight connection between fishing activity and temporal diversification is not surprising; a participant with only a couple of trips will have low diversification regardless of how
these trips are split across weeks, and one can only add so many trips to a week before
they must be spread across an additional week. Nevertheless Fig. A.6 shows that there
is substantial variability in diversity not linked to activity – highly active owners can still
have a highly concentrated distribution of revenues within a year while “part timers” can be
quite temporally diverse (or vice versa). Clearly, temporal diversity captures aspects of the
temporal distribution of fishing revenues that are not adequately captured by season length
alone.
Figure 5 reveals the most common temporal patterns of fishing by month and how these
have changed over time. Note that there are a multitude of temporal portfolios; the top 20
patterns capture between 35 to 43% of owners depending on the time period. One of the
most notable changes over time is the reduction in frequency of single-month participation
patterns. In 1990-1994, the most common portfolio was to fish only in August (4.9% of
owners), with 8 single-month participation patterns falling in the top 20. By the final 6 years
in our sample, the most common pattern of fishing was year-round fishing (5.2% of owners),
with only 5 single-month portfolios in the top 20. The seasonal patterning of portfolios has
changed as well. In the early 1990s, only two top-20 temporal portfolios included any fishing
between December and May, with almost all portfolios centering on late spring and summer
months. This pattern relaxes somewhat from 2000 onward as several temporal portfolios
emerge with significant winter and spring fishing.
These changes in seasonality coincide with changes in owners’ species portfolios. Singlespecies porfolios have remained the most common throughout the last quarter century, although they have fallen slightly from their share of 50% of owners in the early 1990s. By
contrast, two-species portfolios have grown since the early 2000s to comprise over 30% of
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portfolios (Fig. A.7). Since the mid-1990s the share of salmon-only fishing (29% of owners
in the early 1990s) and other “salmon first” portfolios have declined dramatically, along with
smaller reductions in the share of portfolios characterized by nearshore species and urchin
as primary species (Fig. 6). These declines have been offset by an increase in the share
of portfolios with Dungeness crab as the primary species. “Crab only” portfolios rose from
5.6% to 11.9% of owners by the end of our sample, and portfolios of Dungeness crab with
tuna, sablefish, and salmon have increased as well. This increase of crab-heavy portfolios is a
significant contributor to the rise of temporal portfolios with greater winter fishing. Finally,
tuna has also risen as a primary species in some fishers’ portfolios as well, driven by increased
participation in the albacore fishery (Fig. 6) (Frawley et al., 2021).

3.3. Decomposing diversification: composition vs. adaptation
Figure 7 shows the effect of estimating the mean change in diversity by year with both
the composition and adaptation effects included vs. isolating the behavioral adaptation in
diversification over time within active owners. The gap in the trends is startling, pointing
to large, divergent, and often offsetting trends in the two dimensions of diversity despite an
appearance of muted change over time.
3.3.1. Adaptation
Average diversification within owners has declined in every year compared to 1990s levels
(Fig. 7). In other words, once we remove the changes in mean diversification over time
driven by changes in the makeup of active owners in the fishery, we find that behavioral
changes have uniformly encouraged a reduction in diversification across species, space and
time.
The reductions in within-owner diversity accumulate over time, reaching bottom in the
mid to late 2000s for species and spatial diversity and 1998 for temporal diversity. The
magnitude of these behavioral effects are substantial – much larger than the overall variability
of diversity in the population for species and space over the years.
Much of the trend toward reduced diversification among active owners over time can
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be linked directly to their cumulative years of activity in the fishery. When we add the
number of active years as a regressor in the within-estimator regression, we find that one
additional year of activity is linked to reductions in diversity of .071 (p = 1.7 × 10−33 ),
.014 (p = 1.9 × 10−10 ), and .25 (p = 6.02 × 10−26 ) for species, space and time, respectively.
Placing these in the context of the variability of the diversity data these effects suggest that
persistence in the fishery for 33 years would be sufficient to reduce an owners’ diversity
by a full standard deviation, with the equivalent figures being 52 and 38 years for spatial
and temporal diversity. Furthermore, controlling for cumulative ownership experience in the
fishery effectively eliminates the downward trend in species and temporal diversity in the
adaptation effect and significantly erodes the effect for spatial diversity as well (Fig. A.8). In
short, individual owners that persist in the fishery show a strong tendency toward reduced
species, space, and temporal diversity as time has elapsed in the West Coast fisheries. Owners
become less diversified (on average) in their fishing behavior the longer they maintain an
active presence in the fishery.
Finally, there is evidence for a mild tendency for adaptive changes in diversity in one
dimension to be positively correlated with changes in another (Table A.9, bottom row). By
far the tightest connection is between changes in temporal and species diversity (R2 = 0.18),
with the links between spatial and temporal and species and spatial diversity being much
weaker. This result is highly intuitive, since pursuing additional species diversity (particularly with a single vessel) may entail expanding into different seasonal fisheries outside of
one’s traditional fishing season.
3.3.2. Composition
The strong reductions in diversity through behavioral adaptation require that the composition effects must be large and increasing diversification over time in order to create the
relatively stable species and spatial diversity trends and the upward trend of temporal diversity. Figure 8 confirms this, showing that the mean diversity of owners (the average around
which each owners’ diversity fluctuates annually) increases in each year. Indeed, the entire
distribution of compositional diversity shifts upward consistently over time. Furthermore,
owner-level mean diversification metrics are correlated across the diversity forms (Fig. A.9,
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top row). This is especially notable in the case of species and temporal diversity, where
vessels characterized by persistently high species diversity also tend to have greater than
average temporal diversity (R2 = 0.37).
Composition effects occur through the combination of entry, permanent exit, and the decisions of current owners to participate in a given year or not (i.e. persistence vs. inactivity).
Figure 9 shows the effects of each of these margins. We find that the combination of entry
and exit has contributed to increased diversification, with new entrants being consistently
more diversified than exiting owners for all three dimensions of diversity in the 1990s. The
average owner-level diversity of new entrants has also trended upward over time before stabilizing in the early/mid 2000s. Overall, entry/exit has remained a diversifying force over
species and space through much of the 2000s, but has been neutral in its effects on temporal
diversity.
Another important driver of compositional diversity is the change in the makeup of active
owners over time. Figure 9 shows that the diversity of these active owners has strongly
increased in the last quarter-century. This is partially driven by changes to the ownership
pool from entry and exit in previous years since an entrant from a previous year is a persistent
owner if they continue to fish. However, it is also affected by more diversified owners tending
to participate more heavily. Notably, exiting owners are much less diversified than persistent
owners – a compositional force for greater diversification. However, new entrants are also
uniformly less diversified in all aspects than their persistent colleagues, a tendency which
skews away from greater compositional diversity. These countervailing tendencies, combined
with much slower rates of net exit in the most recent decade, has driven the stagnation of
diversity gains from composition changes since the mid-2000s.
The decomposition of diversification trends tell a consistent narrative. Beneath the relative stability of fleet-wide metrics of diversity, the economic reshuffling of the West Coast
fleet through entry, exit, and inactivity processes has tended to select toward vessels with
greater mean diversification in their species, spatial, and temporal portfolios. However, these
diversity-enhancing processes have been partially counteracted through a tendency of vessels
that remain active in the fishery to become less diversified over time.
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3.4. Diversification, revenue levels, and revenue risk
As previously noted, revenues per owner saw steady increases over the study period – buoyed
by a time-varying combination of increased average trips per year for owners and price
increases. This finding carries over naturally to comparisons of revenue per vessel and revenue
per landing day as well (Fig. A.10). As with diversification, these fleet-wide effects are the
joint product of both compositional changes in the fleet through entry, exit and activity as
well as changes in individual owners’ returns over time. The composition effect has been a
powerful contributor to revenue growth. Indeed, all of the growth in revenue per vessel for
owners was driven by the composition effect until around 2004 when within-vessel trends in
revenues per landing-day – driven in large part by strong price increases – began contributing
strongly as well (Fig. A.10). As predicted by economic theory (abstracting from operating
costs), compositional changes have consistently favored owners that are more productive per
trip (Fig. A.10) as well as those taking more trips.
3.4.1. Diversification and revenue levels
Compositional changes in West Coast fisheries have selected toward both greater revenues
and diversity, suggesting that the two may be linked. The owner fixed effects for revenue
per vessel are moderately linked to fixed effects for species (R2 = 0.07), spatial (R2 = 0.03),
and temporal diversity (R2 = 0.11). Vessels that have persistently been more diverse over
time and species have also tended to earn higher total revenues.
Nevertheless, these bivariate relationships are misleading. First, the compositional relationship between revenue per trip and diversity is empirically and statistically weak (Fig.
A.11). Accordingly, vessels with greater overall species and spatial diversity also tend to have
higher annual revenues, but not higher average revenues per trip. Furthermore, controlling
for temporal diversity in the bivariate regressions between species and spatial diversity and
revenues erodes the slope of their relationship by 61% and 53%, respectively (although they
remain positively associated). Altogether, the evidence for a strong cross-sectional link between diversity and revenues lies primarily through temporal diversity and is correlated with
the scope of participation itself, rather than through any correlation between diversification
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and revenue productivity of trips.
Turning attention to within-owner changes in diversification (the adaptation effect) and
changes in revenues, the first column of Table 1 suggests that changes in species diversification
and annual revenues per vessel are positively linked. A one standard deviation change in
species diversity, ignoring other forms of diversification, is associated with a 58% increase in
revenue.2 Examining the regressions for revenue per landing day and landing days per vessel
(columns 3 and 5), we find that the vast majority of the revenue-enhancing effects of species
diversity occur through the number of trips rather than through an increase in revenues per
trip.
Moving beyond species diversification on its own to consider all three forms of diversity
simultaneously, we find that each has a significant partial relationship with annual revenues
(column 2). However, temporal diversification dominates, such that a 1 SD change in temporal diversification increases annual revenue by 129% relative to 6% and 20% effects for the
same relative change in species or spatial diversity. The eight-fold reduction in the coefficient
of species diversity suggest that most of the apparently revenue-enhancing effects of species
diversity are really due to associated increases in temporal diversification (though increased
temporal diversification may require increased species diversification for many fishers if the
fisheries they participate in are seasonal). Table 1 also reveals that the vast majority of
the revenue-enhancing effects of temporal diversification and species diversification operate
through the mechanism of increased trips per vessel (column 6). Indeed, there is no significant effect of species diversification on per-trip revenues once other forms of diversity are
controlled for (column 4). By contrast, the effects of spatial diversity are divided evenly
between increased trips and higher revenues per trip.
3.4.2. Diversification and revenue risk
The effects of diversity on CV of revenues are presented in Table 2. Treated on its own,
average species diversity has a strong negative relationship with revenue risk over the six2

The standard deviations of owners’ 6 year means for species, space, and temporal diversity are 1.83, 0.52,
and 7.80 respectively. Percentage changes are calculated from regression coefficients using eβ − 1 (Halvorsen
and Palmquist, 1980).
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year horizon, such that a 1 SD change in diversity reduces CV by 16%.3 However, including
spatial and temporal diversity (column 2) reduces the estimated coefficient of species diversity
five-fold, without affecting the precision of the estimate, so that it is no longer a statistically
significant predictor of relative risk. Temporal diversity has the largest effect on relative
risk, with a 1 SD increase yielding a 27% reduction in CV, compared to a 6% reduction for
spatial diversity. Controlling for the extent of participation using average days with landings
has no effect on the effects of species or spatial diversification (column 3), whereas it reduces
the coefficient for temporal diversity by only about 16%, so that a 1 SD increase in temporal
diversity (holding participation constant) reduces the CV of revenue by 23% (column 3).
Increases in effort (average days per year with a fish ticket) significantly reduce relative
risk apart from any related increase in temporal diversification. A 1 SD increase in effort
(21 days) reduces relative risk by 5.5% (column 3). However, our estimates demonstrate
the paramount role of temporal diversification. Indeed, the effect of a 1 SD increase in
temporal diversity has the same effect on revenue risk as a 4.6 SD (98 day) increase in
effort per year. We also demonstrate that diversification across species per se may play
only a minor, and statistically insignificant, role in reducing financial risk, apart from its
correlation with temporal diversification. Since many West Coast fisheries are seasonal,
increasing temporal diversification is often associated with increased species diversification,
but increasing temporal diversification within a fishery can reduce revenue variability as well.
Turning now to the overall effect of the three-fold changes in diversification between
1992 and 2015, we find that the mean effect of diversification in the 1992-1997 period was
8.8% higher than if diversification levels were evaluated at sample mean values. By 20102015, we find that this effect had declined to 1.2%, thus implying that the overall effect
of the diversification changes between the two periods had the average effect of reducing
relative risk by 7.6%. The reduction in risk occurs at every quartile and is even larger when
evaluated at the median, implying a reduction in relative risk of 11.4%. Making these same
comparisons between 1992-1997 and the other two intervening periods results in reductions of
relative risk of 4.6% and 6.6%, in 1998-2003 and 2004-2009 respectively. These observations
3

We estimated the same specification over 4, 6, 8, and 12 year periods with results being highly robust
to the choice of aggregation, albeit with reduced significance at the 12 year level.
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are consistent with the overall reductions of risk documented in Figure 3 and firmly establish
that the overall effect of changes in diversification over the last quarter century have reduced
financial risk for vessel owners. Given the relative stability of the diversification indices for
species and space, these changes are overwhelmingly attributable to increases in temporal
diversification.
Turning to within-owner changes in θ̂ip , we find that owners’ changes in diversification
between their first and last 6 year period in the sample increased their relative risk by 7.1%
on average (median = 6.2%). This estimate reflects our consistent finding that the adaptive
changes in diversification oppose those from the composition effect. Nevertheless, the net
reductions in relative risk attributable to diversification reported in the previous paragraph
show that these adaptive changes have been overwhelmed by the diversity-enhancing nature
of the changing composition of the fleet (Fig. 7). Finally, while most owners experienced
increases in risk attributable to their diversification behaviors over their time in the fishery,
this is not uniformly the case; 39% of owners are predicted to have experienced reductions
in risk from their diversification decisions.

4. Discussion
Our analysis has provided a number of novel empirical insights that, while specific to West
Coast fisheries, are likely to be relevant in many other settings. First, we find that summary
statistics of temporal trends in diversification can be misleading, implying a degree of stability
that belies the true degree of flux in diversification. Changes in diversification may result
either due to pressures of economic selection on the fleet, or because of adaptive changes in
the portfolios of persistent fishers. As our analysis demonstrates, these changes may not run
in the same direction. Economic selection on the West Coast has tilted toward increased
diversification, and yet owners that do persist in the fishery tend to become less diverse over
time. Distinguishing these margins of diversification may be important for policy discussions
since alternative policies may have distinct effects on entry and exit behavior vs. the behavior
of persistent fishers.
Our analysis also demonstrates how a longitudinal approach that follows all active fish25

ers over time can draw substantially different insights about changes in diversification vs.
one that assesses changes in diversification based solely on comparisons of present vs. past
decisions of currently active fishers. We demonstrate that economic selection has so shifted
the fleet composition that today’s fleet is more temporally diverse than ever, while showing
levels of space and time diversification comparable to 1990 levels. Nevertheless, the adaptation effects for all three dimensions of diversification reflect the conventional wisdom in many
regulated industrial fisheries – that owners are typically fishing in a less diversified manner,
and therefore more exposed to financial risk, than earlier in their careers. In this case the
seemingly contradictory findings for the overall fleet and the lived experience of currently
active fishers can be resolved through a careful parsing of the trends in the data. The fact
that both of these findings are true reveals that more nuance is called for when wielding
statements to the effect that today’s fishers are “less diversified” than those of the past.
Secondly, our analysis has revealed the critical importance of temporal diversity as an
influence on both revenues and revenue variability. Indeed, we find that the empirical relevance of diversification across species dissipates when species and temporal diversity are
considered jointly. Our results suggest, at least in the West Coast case, that diversification
across species per se does not contribute to risk reduction. Instead, temporal diversity is the
real driver, whereas species diversity appears important because of its correlation with temporal diversity. This distinction may be very important for informing policy since policies
may have distinct, and perhaps opposite, influences on species vs. temporal diversification.
For example, limited entry and rights-based management programs are often criticized for
reducing diversification across species (e.g., Beaudreau et al., 2019; Stoll, Beitl, and Wilson,
2016), yet the increased security of harvest and potential for season elongation from these
programs may actually lead to increased temporal diversification even if species diversification decreases. Indeed, while a study of catch-share programs in the US found decreases
in diversification after implementation, it also found that variation in inter-annual revenue
did not change significantly and in some cases (e.g., the Pacific whiting fishery) revenue risk
actually decreased (Holland et al., 2017). Furthermore, when multiple fisheries are “rationalized” in a region, there is the potential that species diversification could actually increase
as fishers may be able to participate across fisheries that were formerly highly overlapping
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temporally. In addition, we also found that consolidation of vessel capital in the forms of
multi-vessel ownership, possibly driven by limited entry and catch share programs, allows
owners to more effectively diversify across species, space, and time. In short, simply because
rights-based management allows a fisher to specialize and fish a single species over a longer
season does not imply that it is individually optimal for fishers to do so (Birkenbach et al.,
2020). The case against limited entry and catch share policies on diversification and riskreduction grounds is therefore unclear a priori and will ultimately depend on the magnitude
of potentially countervailing effects.
Our analysis suggests that common assertions about the harmful effects of limited entry
and catch shares on diversification and financial risk may be incorrect or in need of qualification, at least in the US West Coast case. During our sample period West Coast fisheries
saw a dramatic transition in governance. Almost all fisheries transitioned toward limited
entry, with a handful of fisheries (e.g., Pacific whiting and trawl groundfish) adopting various forms of catch shares. We nevertheless find that temporal diversification increased over
this period, with changes in ownership composition being the driving mechanism. The net
effect of the diversification changes over this period was to reduce relative financial risk for
the fleet as a whole – not increase it as often alleged. Given that limited entry and catch
share programs were a dominant driver (by design) of compositional changes through the
entry and exit process in West Coast fisheries, it is reasonable to suggest that these policy’s effects on diversification have been risk-reducing at the overall fleet level. Establishing
this broad-scale finding with any causal rigor is, of course, formidably challenging given the
sheer number and imperfect staggering of limited entry and catch share programs and the
complex network of interconnections across the different fisheries (Fuller et al., 2017; Kroetz
et al., 2019), not to mention significant changes in other drivers such as fish and fuel prices
and climate-driven changes in fish stocks. Nevertheless, future research should attempt to
rigorously establish the causal linkages between policies to enclose the fisheries commons and
their effects on diversification and risk.
The countervailing nature of the adaptation and composition effects in the West Coast,
combined with the muting of the composition effect in recent years raises important questions
for the future of fishers’ diversification strategies and risk exposure. Will net diversification
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across the three margins, and its associated risk exposure, continue its current relative stability or will the diversification-reducing adaptation effect begin to dominate over time?
What are the drivers of the reduced diversification of owners’ temporal and species portfolios over time? Is this a malleable tendency, or is it driven by factors such as age, degree
of capitalization, etc.? What role has policy played vs. exogenous trends and shocks in fish
stocks, oceanographic conditions, and market prices in shaping these adaptive diversification decisions? These are all important questions to answer to better grasp the future of
within-fisheries diversification behaviors and attendant risk exposure in West Coast fisheries
and beyond.
Finally, studies of fishers’ financial risk exposure must grapple with the reality of nonfishing income for many fishery households. Due to data limitations, our analysis focuses
solely on the income vessel owners generate from fishing; however, a 2017 survey found that
only 33 percent of West Coast vessel owners derive all their household income from fishing.
Instead, 29 percent obtain more than half of household income from sources other than fishing, and over half personally contribute some non-fishing income to their household (Holland,
Abbott, and Norman, 2020). Changes in the way fisheries are managed that impact how
households combine fishery and non-fishery income may have important and unanticipated
impacts on fishery and non-fishery income diversification that should be further explored.
However, any attempts to grapple with these questions must first remedy the widespread
lack of data on fishers’ non-fishing employment and income.
Altogether, our research demonstrates the imperative of viewing and measuring fishers’
diversification behavior as a multi-dimensional phenomenon where temporal aspects may be
especially important, and where both compositional and adaptive dynamics play important,
and potentially countervailing, roles.
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Tables
log(Revenue/vessel)
Species only
∗∗∗

species

0.46
(0.03)

space
time
R2
Num. obs.

0.93
26362

∗∗∗ p

< 0.01; ∗ p < 0.05

< 0.001;

∗∗ p

All diversity
∗

0.06
(0.03)
0.18∗∗∗
(0.02)
0.83∗∗∗
(0.03)
0.95
25139

log(Revenue/landing day)
Species only
∗∗

0.05
(0.02)

0.94
26362

log(Landing days/vessel)

All diversity Species only
−0.02
(0.02)
0.10∗∗∗
(0.01)
0.07∗∗
(0.02)
0.94
25139

∗∗∗

0.42
(0.02)

0.90
26362

All diversity
0.08∗∗∗
(0.02)
0.08∗∗∗
(0.01)
0.75∗∗∗
(0.02)
0.95
25139

Table 1: Influence of diversity indices on owners’ revenue per vessel, revenue per landing-day, and landingdays per vessel. All regression coefficients are standardized. All regressions include owner fixed effects,
period dummy variables, the number of active years in the period, and the median number of active vessels
by owner as controls (not shown). Dependent and independent variables are calculated over 6 year periods.
Cluster-robust standard errors are clustered by owner.
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species

Species only

All diversity

Effort control

−0.1761∗∗∗
(0.0161)

−0.0333
(0.0177)
−0.0609∗∗∗
(0.0140)
−0.3102∗∗∗
(0.0189)

−0.0323
(0.0177)
−0.0619∗∗∗
(0.0140)
−0.2611∗∗∗
(0.0280)
−0.0561∗
(0.0246)

space
time
days
R2
Num. obs.

0.7099
20002

∗∗∗ p

< 0.01; ∗ p < 0.05

< 0.001;

∗∗ p

0.7371
18913

0.7375
18913

Table 2: Influence of diversity indices on ln(CV) of revenue per vessel. All regression coefficients are standardized. “Species only” includes period fixed effects and controls for the median number of vessels owned
and the number of active years over the period. “All diversity” adds spatial and temporal diversity measures. “Effort control” also includes a control for average days with a fish ticket by year. All dependent and
independent variables are calculated over 6 year periods. Cluster-robust standard errors are clustered by
owner.
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Figures

Figure 1: Landings and revenues by species groups for the West Coast fishery. See Appendix B for the
definition of the species codes.

Figure 2: Mean and quantiles of revenue by landing year of active owners in West Coast fisheries. Note that
the y axis is log scaled.
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Figure 3: Kernel density of owner-level coefficients of variation (CV) for revenue per vessel calculated over
6 year intervals. Shading represents the four quartiles of the distribution.

Figure 4: Means and quantiles of the Shannon diversity for revenue diversification across species group,
county of landing, and week of landing.
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Figure 5: The top 20 monthly participation patterns by period. The most common portfolio is in the top
row.
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Figure 6: Share of owners with a particular primary and secondary species (by revenue) in 1990-1994 (left)
and the change in shares between 1990-1994 and 2010-2015 (right). Entries along the diagonal represent
cases where the owner pursues only one species. See Appendix B for species codes.
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Figure 7: Change in average diversity measures relative to 1990 including both composition and adaptation
effects (OLS) and only adaptation effects (within estimator). Whiskers are the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8: Composition effect of diversity over time. These are the quantiles and mean of owner fixed effects
– the owner-level average diversity over all periods – for all owners with active vessels in a given year.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the mean owner-level diversity fixed effects for owners entering, exiting, or persisting
in a fishery in a given year. Exit is defined as occurring the year after the final year an owner is active in
the fishery.
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Appendix A. Supplemental Figures

Figure A.1: Share of revenues and landings by month for the West Coast fishery. Note that the fishery year
runs from November to October.

Figure A.2: The number of active single and multi-vessel owners in the West Coast fishery (left) and the
number of entering and exiting owners by year (right). Entry is defined by whether it is the first year in
which any vessels linked to an owner ID participates in WC fisheries. Exit in a year is defined by the previous
year being the final year in which any vessel linked with a particular owner ID participates in the sample.
Exit by this definition also counts owners that became inactive and remained inactive through 2015.
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Figure A.3: Ex-vessel prices by fishery category. Note that the y axis is on a logarithmic scale. The thickness
of lines is proportional to landed volume. The first (second) column of 13 labels is in the first (second) figure.
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Figure A.4: Mean and quantiles of owners’ annual landings (left, log scale) and days with a completed fish
ticket (right).
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Figure A.5: Shannon diversity for single and multi-vessel owners and the mean vessel-level Shannon diversity
for vessels under multi-vessel ownership.

Figure A.6: Temporal diversity vs. the number of days with a landing ticket filed. The left panel is in levels
of the variables, while the right panel graphs variables centered by subtracting the owner-specific mean.
The reported equations are for the line of best fit (dotted line). The blue solid line is a locally-weighted
regression. The margins contain the empirical distributions of the variables.
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Figure A.7: The number of species groups per owner portfolio. A species group must be at least 1% of
revenues to be included in a portfolio.

Figure A.8: Time dummy variables from regression of diversity on owner dummy variables (within estimator),
with and without controls for accumulated years of fishing activity by owner.
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Figure A.9: Cross-correlations of diversity. The first row contains owner fixed effects. The second row
compares deviations from owner fixed effects over time.

Figure A.10: Change in average revenue per vessel and per landings-day, including both composition and
behavior effects. Whiskers are the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A.11: Comparison of owner fixed effects for revenues per vessel (row 1) and revenues per landing-day
(row 2) vs. fixed effects of owner diversity measures. Fixed effects are extracted from within regressions
with year indicator variables included.
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Appendix B. List of species codes
CHBT: california halibut, CLAM: bay clam, DCRB: Dungeness crab, HERR: herring, LOB:
lobster, SQD: market squid, NSHOR: nearshore species, OCPEL: other coastal pelagic,
OCRB: other crab, OGFSH; other groundfish, OSFSH: other shellfish, OSRMP: other shrimp,
OSPEC: other species, PHBT: Pacific halibut, SARD: Pacific sardine, PSRMP: pink shrimp,
RCRB: rock crab, SABL: sablefish, SMN: salmon, SCLP: scallop, SCUC: sea cucumber,
URCH: sea urchin, PRWN: spot prawn, SWDSHK: swordfish and shark, TUNA: tuna,
WHTG: whiting

Appendix C. Creating ownership IDs
We used owner names and owner addresses to create owner IDs. This is challenging for
two reasons. First, owners sometimes use different names (e.g., personal name vs. company
name), and there are many typos in their names. Second, owners sometimes change their
addresses, and there are also some typos in their addresses. These features create the possibility of false positives (i.e. identifying an ownership change when it did not happen) and
false negatives (i.e. failing to identify an ownership change) when generating owner IDs by
using names and addresses.
Table C.3 provides four possible options in generating owner IDs and the possibility of
false positives and false negatives in each case. As we move from Options a) to d), the
possibility of false positive decreases while that of false negative increases. In practice,
there are many typos in names and addresses, which would lead to an unacceptably large
number of false positives in Options a) to c). Thus, we employed Option d) in our owner ID
generations. This decision necessarily means that we accept a relatively large possibility of
false negatives (i.e., treating different owners as the same person).
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Table C.3: Three possible ways to generate owner ids

Unique owner ID when:

False positives when:

False negatives when:

(i.e., assign different IDs for

(i.e., assign same ID for dif-

the same owner)

ferent owners)

a) Unique combination of

Owner changes name OR

Different owners have the

name and address

address.a

same name AND address.

b) Unique name

Owner changes name.

Different owners have the
same name.

c) Unique address

Owner changes address.

Different owners have the
same address.

d) Either name or address

Owner changes name AND

Different owners have the

is common (i.e., overlapping

address.

same name OR same ad-

grouping)
a

dress.

There are many typos in names and addresses, and they are also treated as changes in
names or addresses.
The specific steps for creating owner IDs are as follows.
1. We manually worked through the entire data set fixing small errors and differences in
spelling across a given vessel registration record that represented, in our judgement,
obvious, inconsequential deviations from an identical “true” value that would nevertheless be seen as distinct to a text matching algorithm. These included obvious typos
and various ways of writing the same names (e.g., Mike vs Michael or John Q. Smith
vs. John Smith) and addresses (e.g. 1st vs First).
2. In practice, rooting out all such errors across thousands of records was impossible, and
required too many ad hoc decisions for more problematic cases. Therefore, after our
initial manual pass through the data, we generated name ids by using Stata’s strgroup
command which uses fuzzy matching algorithms to accommodate slight differences
between names (e.g. John Smith vs Johm Smith).
3. In generating name IDs, we first use Stata’s egen group command to generate “exact”
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name IDs. Next, we use Stata’s strgroup command by vessel ids to generate “fuzzy”
name IDs. After some experimentation, we chose a threshold of 0.2 as ideal. Finally,
we generate our name IDs by assigning the same owner ID whenever the “exact” ID,
“fuzzy” ID, or both are common (i.e., overlapping group generation). In effect, we
assigned the same name ID when the owner has the exact same name, the owner has
a very similar name and the same vessel, or both.
4. We generated address IDs by using Stata’s egen group command, which assigns the
same id for exactly the same addresses, without any fuzziness.
5. We assigned a common owner ID to owners that have either the same name ID, same
address ID, or both. In other words, we assigned the same owner ID for owners whose
name is very similar or whose address is exactly the same.
6. Thus far, owners who are missing either name or address are not assigned an ID. For
those owners, we assigned the same owner ID if their name or address exactly matches
with that of owners who was already assigned an ID.
7. We merged the new owner IDs with landing data using the vessel ID fields common to
both the vessel registration and fish ticket data. We imputed missing owner IDs if the
vessel is owned by the same owner both in the previous fishing year and the following
fishing year.
8. To examine the reliability of our owner IDs, we also generated two other owners IDs.
The first one uses Stata’s egen group to generate both name and address IDs, and use
them to generate the owner IDs. This owner IDs should include more false positives
(generate false owner differences) and less false negatives (miss the actual owner differences). The second one uses Stata’s strgroup command to generate both name and
address IDs, and use them to generate the owner IDs. This owner ids should include
less false positives and more false negatives. We found that all three owners IDs are
very similar.
In the process above, we made three decisions. First, we ignored the fact that transfers in
vessel ownership do not always occur between calendar years. In principle, the registration
activation and expiration dates in the data could be used to identify the dates of transfer and
allow for a change of ownership within a year in the landings data. In practice, inconsistencies
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in recording and typos for these data made this process too error prone to be reliable. Second,
some vessels are jointly owned by multiple fishers (i.e. more than one name is listed as an
owner) in the same state and same year. We treated these cases of joint ownership cases as
a unique single ownership and assumed that they are entirely distinct in ownership from a
case in which one of the individual owners owns the vessel outright. For example, suppose
that a vessel was jointly owned by fishers A and B last year, but it is owned only by Fisher
A this year. We treated these two cases as a change in ownership, as opposed to stating that
Fisher A kept ownership and Fisher B lost ownership. While this heuristic discards some
useful subtleties concerning distinct forms of ownership, it is sufficient for our purposes of
defining owner IDs as representing any case in which a change in ownership situation is likely.
Third, a very small number of vessels (90) are owned by more than one fishers within a year
after we merged registration and landing data sets. This is partly because we ignored the
possibility of ownership transfers within a year and partly because a vessel may be registered
under different owner names across states. In such a case, we simply chose the owner with
the highest revenue that year as the owner of the vessel. This treatment again simplified our
owner id generating process.
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